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ABSTRACT
Carnivorous predators generally eat nutritionally balanced prey and from an optimality
perspective should choose the most profitable prey species (i.e. highest energy gain per time
spend processing). Predator diets composed of prey types that differ in profitability (mixed
diets) are generally explained by varying prey availability. Recently it was shown that mixed
diets of predators can also result from intake constraints that differ among prey species, even
when they are overabundant (Oudman et al. submitted). This is hypothesized to be the case
for the long distance migratory shorebird the red knot (Calidris canutus), when feeding in its
wintering area the Banc d’Arguin, Mauritania. Here, intake rates of red knots on the bivalve
Loripes lucinalis is limited by the toxic load of Loripes derived from its sulfur based
metabolism, while intake on the bivalve Dosinia isocardia is limited by digestive rate. Since
red knots swallow their bivalve prey whole, intake rates increase with the size of their gizzard,
which is easily measurable by means of ultrasonography. In this study, intake rates on Loripes
and Dosinia of red knots with a wide range of gizzard sizes were performed. Intake rates were
positively correlated with gizzard size for Dosinia, but not for Loripes, supporting the
hypothesis that intake on Dosinia and Loripes is limited by a digestive and a toxic constraint,
respectively. When offering both prey species simultaneously, red knots maximized energy
intake by eating both preys with rates set by their toxic and digestive constraints. An
additional preference experiment showed higher preference for Loripes than expected from
the constraints, which was explained by the short length of the trials in relation to the onset of
toxic effects of Loripes consumption.

INTRODUCTION

Optimal Foraging Theory (OFT)
All animals are continuously confronted with choices of which the outcome can be highly
decisive for their growth, reproduction and/or survival. For example, when choosing a
location to feed, animals must make a decision based on the balanced consideration of all the
advantages and disadvantages of the available feeding sites. This judgment should not only
include information about the food quality and quantity, but also consider the likelihood of
predation or the presence of competitors aiming at the same food source. Ideally, the animal
must have full recognition of all the factors that influence feeding success when making the
decision of where to feed.
One way for ecologist to understand the decisions that animals make, and in this way
understand animal behaviour, is to assume that animals are shaped by natural selection to
choose the option that maximizes their long-term fitness. Since it is hard to measure long term
fitness, a correlated currency such as energy intake per unit time, survival probability or
clutch size is often used. It can then be evaluated which decision, strategy or option yields the
highest fitness gain and would hence be the optimal thing to do. The approach of this socalled ‘optimality theory’ is nicely summarized by Stephens et al. (2007) who state the
animals are expected to ‘choose the option that maximizes the objective, subject to the
constraint.’ In this case, the constraints encompasses all the options that are within the
physical capability of the animal. Although there has been a lot of criticism on optimal
foraging theory, especially on the assumption of optimality, this approach has gained
invaluable insights in animal behaviour and revolutionized the study of behavioural ecology
(Pyke 1984, Stephens and Krebs 1986, Sih and Christensen 2001).

Diet Predictions based on OFT
Despite the problems with the optimality assumption, optimal foraging theory provides a
practical framework to make quantitative predictions about the diet of animals, which can be
used to quantify predator – prey interactions, a crucial aspect for understanding population
dynamics. Diet predictions are determined by the constraints that animals face when feeding
and the nature of these constraints are highly dependent on the trophic level on which the
animal feeds. For carnivorous predators, that eat nutritionally balanced prey, the constraints
that set the maximum rate of prey intake are often searching/handling time or digestive rate.
(Stephens and Krebs 1986). These constraints apply to the predator and are commonly
thought not to differ between prey species (Jeschke et al. 2002). Hence, from an optimality
perspective, carnivores should choose the prey species that is most profitable (i.e. gives the
highest intake rate in terms of energy per time spend processing that prey type).
Consequently, the diet of a carnivorous predator is expected to consist of a single prey
species. A diet that consists of prey species that differ in profitability (mixed diet) is only
expected as a result of shifting prey availability and does not result from multiple constraints
imposed on different prey species. This is different for herbivores, in which the diet is
generally determined by the nutritional requirements that they have to fulfil, since they
consume nutritionally unbalanced food. Hence, one prey type might not be sufficient to attain
stoichiometric balance which results in mixing several preys (Sterner and Elser 2002).

Mixed Diet of a Molluscivore Predator
Recently it was shown that a carnivorous predator prefers a mixed diet as a result of different
multiple intake constraints that apply on different prey species (Oudman et al. submitted). In
this case, one constraint limits the intake rate on the first prey species, while another
constraint limits the intake rate on a second prey species. Theory then predicts that the

optimal diet (i.e. the diet that yields the highest energy gain subject to the constraints) is a mix
between the two different prey species. It was furthermore shown by Oudman et al.
(submitted) that this applies to the molluscivore predator the red knot (Calidris canutus) when
feeding in its wintering area the Banc d’Arguin (BdA), off the coast of Mauritania. The red
knot is a long-distance migratory shorebird that, outside its breeding territory, almost
exclusively feeds on bivalve prey (Piersma et al. 1993a). The bivalves are ingested whole and
crushed within the muscular stomach (gizzard) and the maximum rate at which prey are
processed is generally limited by the rate at which knots can process shell material (Piersma et
al. 1993b, Van Gils et al. 2003). Hence, knots are digestively constrained predators (Van Gils
et al. 2003). Their wintering grounds in Mauritania are for a large part covered with seagrass
and the numerically most dominant bivalve is Loripes lucinalis (Lucinidae, Bivalvia;
Lamarck, 1818; Loripes hereafter) which can reach abundances of 5000 per m2 and is an
important prey species for knots (Honkoop et al. 2008; Van Gils et al. in prep). As is typical
for bivalves of the Lucinidae family, Loripes lives in symbiosis with chemoautotrophic
bacteria that fix dissolved carbon into sugars by the oxidation of sulfide (Taylor and Glover
2006). These bacteria live in the gills of Loripes and are supplied by the bivalve with sulfide
that builds up in the surrounding sediment as sulfate-reducing bacteria decompose the organic
matter trapped by the seagrass beds (Jorgensen 1982, Taylor and Glover 2000). To support
this symbiosis, sulfur-rich granules are present in the gills of Loripes. Sulfur, or other sulfur
derived compounds, can be toxic to animals as it results in the formation of hydrogen sulfide
in the digestive tract which can causes irritation to the mucosa (Andrews 1937, Evans 1967,
Reiffenstein et al. 1992, Gupta 2007) . Another important prey species of red knots in the
BdA is the bivalve Dosinia isocardia (Dunker, 1845; Dosinia hereafter) that together with
Loripes makes up 72% of the available prey of Red Knots in de BdA (Honkoop et al. 2008).
Dosinia is a particulate filter-feeder and therefore has no increased sulfide content, but

relative to Loripes a much ticker shell and therefore a lower flesh to shell mass ratio
(digestive quality). Dichotomous prey preference tests with several sizes of Dosinia and
Loripes showed that preference for Dosinia matched predictions made on the basis of
digestive quality (Oudman et al. submitted). Preference for Loripes, however, was similar to
preference for Dosinia, while the digestive quality of Loripes is approximately 2.5 times that
of Dosinia. Furthermore, experiments that measured intake rates over a period of 6 hours with
ad libitum access to either Dosinia or Loripes showed that the average shell mass intake rate
(expressed in mg dry mass shell per second) of Loripes was only 33% of that measured for
Dosinia (Oudman et al. submitted). These results clearly indicate that a constraint other than
digestive rate is limiting intake rates on Loripes. This constraint on Loripes intake rate could
well be the toxic effect of the sulfide, since it was also observed that knots instantaneously
suffered from diarrhoea when feeding on Loripes. This contrasts the solid droppings that
result from feeding on Dosinia or other non-Lucinid prey. Also, birds on a Loripes diet
consumed more water than birds feeding on Dosinia, indicating dehydration problems due to
the excess water loss caused by the diarrhoea. So when it comes down to choosing the most
profitable (or optimal) prey type in the BdA, knots are thus confronted with the choice of a
non-toxic but bulky prey (Dosinia), or a high quality but toxic prey (Loripes). Hence, intake
on Loripes is limited by a toxic constraint and intake on Dosinia by a digestive constraint. The
most profitable diet for red knots in terms of energy intake would hence consist of both
Loripes and Dosinia. Knots are expected to feed on Loripes until there toxic constraint is
reached and then switch to Dosinia to fill up their remaining digestive capacity. Oudman et al.
(submitted) follow a graphical procedure
completeness it is summarized below.

to find this optimal diet and for the sake of

The Multiple Constraint Model
Figure 1 (from Oudman et al. submitted) shows a plane spanned by the intake rates on
Loripes on the x – axis and intake rates on Dosinia on the y – axis. Both intake rates are
expressed in number of shells per minute. The toxic constraint only applies to Loripes, as it is
assumed that sulfur in Dosinia has a negligible effect on Knots. Thus, the toxic constraint is a
vertical line and intake rates on the right side of this line can (at least in theory) not be
achieved by knots. The digestive constraint is a line with a negative slope equal to the shell
mass of one Loripes divided by the shell mass of one Dosinia. The region of intake rates that
can be achieved by knots is below both constraint lines and marked with grey shading. The
white lines are energy indifference lines that connect points of equal energy intake with
energy intake increasing towards the upper right corner of the graph. Following increasing
energy intake leads to the point of maximal energy intake, which is where both constraint
lines intersect. Intake rates are expressed numerically and averaged sized Loripes and Dosinia
are assumed. In the following, this model is referred to as the multiple constraint model.

Testing the Multiple Constraint Model I: Response with Gizzard Size
In red knots it is shown that the digestive capacity (or shell mass processing rate) is positively
correlated with the size of the gizzard (Van Gils et al. 2003). The gizzard of red knots is a
highly flexible organ that can be adjusted to the local food circumstances (Piersma et al.
1993b). In captive red knots the gizzard size quickly decreases when soft food is given and it
increases again when the diet is switched to hard shelled prey (Dekinga et al. 2001). Also, a
non-invasive method using ultrasonography has been developed to measure the gizzard sizes
(Dietz et al. 1999, Dekinga et al. 2001). The fact that gizzard size is flexible and measurable
provides an opportunity to test the multiple constraint model, since the response of the
digestive constraint to varying gizzard sizes is expected to differ from that of the toxic

constraint. As was found by Van Gils et al (2003), intake rate of a digestively constrained
prey, such as Dosinia, follows a quadratic function of gizzard size. For the toxic constraint
and Loripes intake rate, model predictions are less clear, since the exact mechanisms of the
Loripes toxicity remain elusive. The toxic effect may therefore not be directly related to
gizzard size. Hence, Loripes intake rate is predicted to be independent of gizzard size and if
Loripes intake rate would at all correlate positively with gizzard size, there is no reason to
assume that this is a quadratic function. A clear difference in response between the toxic and
digestive constraint with varying gizzard is to be expected. Figure 2 illustrates this difference
by plotting the change in the configuration of the constraint lines associated with a decrease in
gizzard size. For medium to high gizzard sizes the toxic constraint is not expected to change
and the intake rate on Loripes remains constant. The intake rate on Dosinia is expected to
decrease, due to a more stringent digestive constraint. Note that a change in the toxic
constraint would lead to a change in the intake rates of both prey species (not shown).
By combining the intake rates on both prey species as described by Oudman et
al.(submitted) and the empirical relationship of shell mass processing rate with gizzard size
(Van Gils et al. 2003), it is possible to make clear predictions on how intake rates change as a
function of gizzard size (Figure 3). Intake rate on Dosinia follows the digestive constraint and
increases exponentially with gizzard mass (Figure 3). Intake rate on Loripes only follows the
digestive constraint for low gizzard sizes (< 4 g). The exponential increase of Loripes with
gizzard size is more rapid than for Dosinia, since Loripes has less shell mass per individual
compared to Dosinia. At a gizzard size of 4 gram, intake rate on Loripes becomes limited by
the toxicity of Loripes and does not increase for larger gizzards.
The theoretical predictions of the multiple constraint model with respect to changes in
gizzard size are tested by performing a series of intake rate experiments. Furthermore, to
create a broad range of gizzard sizes, the experimental birds were given different diets outside

the experimental trials. One group was given hard-shelled prey, mainly Dosinia, to increase
gizzard size, while the ‘small gizzard’ group was fed with the flesh of Anadara senilis, a
common bivalve in the Banc d’Arguin, in order to decrease gizzard size. Half way the
experiment these groups were switched, so that each experimental bird was in both the large
and the small gizzard group. Intake rate trials on Dosinia or Loripes (single prey intake rate
trials) were used to parameterize, respectively, the digestive and the toxic constraint as a
function of gizzard size.

Testing the Multiple Constraint Model II: Do Red Knots Optimize Energy Intake?
When assuming that knots maximize energy intake, the multiple constraint model predicts
that their optimal diet (which yield the highest energy intake per unit time) is a mixed diet of
Loripes and Dosinia. When feeding on both prey types, knots are expected to have a similar
shell – mass intake rate compared to Dosinia – only trials (the digestive constraint still
applies), but their energy intake rate would be higher compared to both single prey trials. This
can also be seen from the energy indifference lines in figure 1. Here, the optimal mixed diet
(the black dot) has a higher energy intake than the single prey diet for Dosinia (where the
digestive constraint crosses the y – axis) or for Loripes (where the toxic constraint crosses the
x – axis). In Oudman et al. (submitted), the multiple constraint model is derived on the basis
of intake rate experiments performed on either Dosinia or Loripes, but these prey types were
not offered simultaneously. Hence, the predictions regarding the optimal mixed diet were not
tested. In this study, mixed intake rate trials are performed and the predictions from the
multiple constraint model regarding the optimal mixed diet are tested. Similarly to the single
prey intake rate trials, the mixed intake rate trials were performed on birds with either a small
gizzard or a large gizzard. Since the digestive constraint is expected to change with gizzard
size, the predictions regarding the optimal mixed diet also change with gizzard size. These

predictions are plotted in figure 4. Birds with small gizzards are expected to only eat Loripes,
since its digestive quality is higher compared to Dosinia. Only for gizzards larger than 4 g
birds become toxically constrained and start eating Dosinia, since they still have digestive
capability left on top of the digestion of Loripes.
In addition to the mixed intake rate trials, a prey preference experiment was also
performed. In trials of this experiment, red knots (also with large and small gizzards) were
offered 40 Dosinia and 40 Loripes and the first 20 ingestion were recorded. Prey preference is
expressed as the preference for Loripes (number of Loripes eaten divided by 20). Predictions
regarding prey preference are derived from figure 4 and shown in figure 5. Where only the
digestive constraint operates (gizzard < 4 g), preference equals one and preference decreases
when knots start to incorporate Dosinia in their diet (gizzard > 4 g; figure 5).
Results of both the mixed intake rate trials and the prey preference trials are tested
against different theoretical models, of which the multiple constraint model is one. The
multiple constraint model assumes that knots maximize energy intake in the mixed trials and
therefore have intake rates that are set by their toxic and digestive constraints. An alternative
is the satisficer model, which states that knots eat just enough to compensate energy loss
through several metabolic costs. Metabolic costs experienced during the experiments are not
directly measured, but can be calculated from the literature (Piersma et al. 2003, Van Gils et
al. 2005a). Other theoretical models to which the results of the mixed intake rate trials and
prey preference trials are compared are the null model, the digestive model and the random
model. The digestive model states that prey choice and intake rates are set only by the
digestive constraint. Hence knot would always choose Loripes with an intake rate set by the
digestive constraint. The random model states that food choice in mixed trials and prey
preference trials is 50 – 50 on a numerical basis. These numerical estimates are then

converted to biomass estimates. The null model states that knots do not eat Loripes and
Dosinia and provides a reference value for the other models.
Finally, as the diarrhoea might affect the digestive efficiency on Loripes, the intake
rate experiments were also used to estimate assimilation efficiency on both prey types. This
was done by collecting the faeces and determining their energetic content using BOMB
calorimetry. With information on the assimilation efficiency of both prey types, an energy
budget for red knots in the Banc d’Arguin can be formulated. This energy budget describes
the metabolized energy and the expended energy as a function of gizzard size. Earlier
predictions on the gizzard size at which knots balance energy intake and expenditure or
maximize energy intake are revisited (Van Gils et al. 2005a).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Birds and Experimental Design
Experiments were performed at the Iwik research station located on the peninsula of Iwik in
the Banc d’Arguin (BdA), Mauritania, West-Africa. Six adult red knots were caught using
mist nets in the night of 20 January 2012 and colour-ringed for identification. Birds were held
in a cage (1.5 x 1 x 0.5 m) placed indoors. The bottom of the cage was covered with sand,
which was refreshed daily. Indoor temperature varied between 16 and 24 °C. during the whole
experimental period and humidity was 67% ± 9.56 (mean ± s.d.). Body mass and general
condition of the birds were checked at least once a day.
Directly after catching birds were randomly assigned to either the ‘large-gizzard’ (LG)
group or the ‘small-gizzard’ (SG) group. The LG-group received hard-shelled prey, which
were collected primarily on the sandy beach near the research station and consisted mainly of
Dosinia but also small Anadara senilis and Bittium reticulatum. The SG-group was given
flesh of the bivalve Anadara senilis, derived from the same location as the hard-shelled food.
When the availability of hard-shelled prey items was insufficient due to the time constraints
posed on collecting these preys, flesh of Anadara senilis was also offered to the LG-group.
All staple food given to the birds was weighted and registered and the amounts adjusted to
maintain a low but not unnatural body mass (100 – 110 grams; Leyrer et al. 2012). Outside
the experiments birds had constant access to freshwater.
The distribution of intake rate trials and food preference tests over days and birds is
shown in figure (6). All experimental trials were separated in two blocks of which the first
lasted 11 days (from day 14 until day 24) and the latter 8 days (from day 31 until 38). Six
days of the first block were used for intake rate experiments on all birds and one day only on
the LG – group. The remaining four days were used for food preference tests. Days on which

intake rate trials were performed were alternated with days on which food preference tests
were done. The gizzard groups were reversed in between the two blocks (from day 24 until
day 31; figure 6), which implies that birds that received hard-shelled staple food in the first
part were put on a diet of soft food (Anadara meat) and vice versa. This was done to achieve a
more balanced design in which each bird was present in both gizzard groups. In the second
block food preference trials were only performed twice on each bird and the remaining six
days were used for intake rate trials (figure 6). All mixed trials were performed in the second
part of the experiment, which resulted that birds were not evenly divided over gizzard groups
for the mixed trials.
When considering the single prey intake rate trials, the experimental design is such
that each bird performed intake rate trials on both prey types when having a small gizzard and
when having a large gizzard. With a successful manipulation of gizzard sizes the two gizzard
groups can be considered as two levels of the factor gizzard group. This factor is fixed, since
it results from a manipulation and it is therefore no longer a random sample taken from the
population that consists of all possible gizzard sizes. Obviously, prey type is also a fixed
factor. Bird is considered a random factor, since it is assumed that birds are randomly selected
from the population. The factors prey type and gizzard group are nested within the random
factor bird. Trials performed by the same bird are not independent and only trials performed
on different birds are true replicates. There are hence six true replicates for each combination
of gizzard group and prey species.

Intake Rate Experiments
A total of 75 intake rate trials were performed, of which 31 on Dosinia, 32 on Loripes and 12
mixed trials (Figure 6). The Loripes used in the experiment was collected at Ebelk Aznaya, a
mudflat covered with seagrass at the west side of the Iwik peninsula. Dosinia was collected

on the sandy beach near the research station on the east side on the peninsula. Prey needed to
be offered ad libitum and the average number of shells offered for Dosinia were 455 (ranging
from 296 to 600) and 315 for Loripes (ranging from 246 to 350). To ensure that birds were
feeding at their maximum rate they were deprived of food for at least 2 hours prior to a trial.
Each trial lasted two hours and in the last hour the behaviour of two birds was observed by
noting each moment a prey was ingested, discriminating between Loripes and Dosinia in case
of mixed trials, as well as each moment that the bird consumed water. In all experimental
trials birds only had access to seawater and the water bowl was weighted before and after
each trial. A reference bowl filled with seawater was used to determine evaporation.
To calculate intake rates in terms of biomass, the lengths of a random subsample of
prey items were measured before (offered) and after the trials (leftover). For all trials of one
prey species performed on one day a single before measurement was done. Lengths of the
leftover preys were measured separately for each trial. Shell lengths of Dosinia and Loripes
were transformed to shell dry mass (DMshell) and flesh ash-free dry mass (AFDMflesh) by using
a DMshell – length and an AFDMflesh – length calibration curve. These calibration curves were
determined by separating flesh and shell from 100 individuals of each prey species, which
were subsequently dried at 60 °C for 3 days, weighted and incinerated at 550 °C for 3.5 hours
(only the flesh). After incineration the remaining ash is free of organic matter and the
difference with the dry mass results in AFDM, which is a measure of organic content. Total
consumed biomass is calculated as the sum of the differences between the offered biomass –
length distribution subtracted with the leftover biomass – length distribution.
For some length classes, this subtraction resulted in a negative estimate of the biomass
consumed for that length class. This error was especially prevalent for larger length classes
and arose because the larger shells were underrepresented in the sample of the offered length
distribution, due to their small number and the fact that offered length distribution samples

were pooled per day. Shells that are too large to be eaten by red knots remain and constitute a
large part of the leftover length distribution, since the smaller shells are eaten away.
Expressed as shell counts per length – class this results in a negative number of shells eaten.
Furthermore, shell biomass increases exponentially with length, so when expressed as
biomass per length – class the negative effect becomes even more influential. Since the
leftover length distribution is more accurate than the offered length distribution, the shells
counted in a certain length – class at the end of the trial must also be there start of the trial.
Under this assumption, the negative length – classes were put to zero, which is equal to
adding the ‘missing’ shells to the offered length distribution. However, setting the negative
length – classes to zero increases the number of shells offered beyond the number that were
actually offered. In other words, an underrepresentation of large shells in the offered length
distribution directly implies an overrepresentation of other (small and medium sized) shells.
So when correcting for the underrepresentation of large shell by setting negative values to
zero, a correction for the overrepresentation in the offered length – distribution should also be
made. Hence, besides setting negative values to zero, a second correction was applied to
ensure that the total number of shells offered remained equal. Furthermore, it was observed
that the number of negative length – classes as well as the total negative consumed biomass
were reduced when pooling the offered length – distributions per prey species over all trials.
The final calculations of biomass intake rates were hence done with an offered length sample
that is the average of all the length sample that were taken daily.
To measure assimilation efficiency faeces were collected on vinyl sheets placed
underneath a lattice constructed of chicken wire and PVC tubes. Faeces were dried at 60 °C
for 3 days and subsequently weighted, giving the dry mass of the faeces (DMfaeces). Dried
faeces were subsequently homogenized using a Retch PM4 ball mill and in 24 trials the
energetic content of the faeces was determined using BOMB calorimetry. The selected trials

were evenly spread over all six birds and the three prey types (Loripes, Dosinia and mixed).
For successful combustion in the calorimeter a known amount of benzoic acid was added. The
energy derived from the benzoic acid, which has a heat capacity of 6318 cal/g, was subtracted
from the results generated by the BOMB calorimeter. To determine the organic matter left
after digestion (AFDMfeaces) a known amount of the dried faeces was incinerated at 550 °C for
3.5 hours.

Prey Preference Trials
Prey preference trials were performed to study preference of Loripes when birds were offered
both Loripes and Dosinia. Food preference of each bird was tested six times, resulting in a
total of 36 trials, spread over a period of 16 days. Before the actual preference trial each bird
was given ad libitum access to Dosinia and Loripes to ensure that the birds reached their
constraints before the trial started. The actual food preference test then measured the position
of the optimal point, instead of the manner in which the optimal point is reached for birds that
start eating with an empty gizzard. Each trial consisted of offering 40 Loripes and 40 Dosinia
of equal length (7 – 9 mm) in separate piles in a white plastic tray. Birds had to enter the tray
by stepping over the edge and this could only be done from one side, which ensured equal
distance to both piles. The moment and species of each prey ingestion was recorded. After 20
ingestions the remaining prey items were removed and counted as a check. Preference was
defined as the number of Loripes eaten divided by 20 (total number of preys eaten). During
the trials birds had access to seawater and consumption of this was also recorded.

Measuring Gizzard Size
Gizzard sizes of all experimental birds were measured on the day after catching. During the
habituation period of 14 days gizzards were measured two times. In the course of the

experimental trials and during the period of gizzard reversal measurements were performed
every two days (+/- one day). In total 16 gizzard measurements were performed on each bird.
The last five sessions were done by a different observer than the first 11 sessions. Since
gizzards must be empty during measurement, birds were deprived of food for at least two
hours before measurement. During a measurement two estimates of the height and width of
the gizzard were taken, which were averaged and transformed to gizzard mass by using an
earlier established relationship (Dietz et al. 1999). A more detailed description of the exact
measurement procedure is given in (Dietz et al. 1999).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical Hypotheses and Procedures
The main statistical hypotheses are concerned with testing the predictions of the multiple
constraint model with respect to changing gizzard size. These hypotheses state that: i) pooled
over gizzard groups and birds, DMshell intake rate is higher for Dosinia than for Loripes (main
effect of prey species); ii) pooled over prey type and birds, DMshell intake rate is higher for the
LG – group compared to the SG – group (main effect of gizzard size) and iii) pooled over
birds, the average difference in DMshell intake between Loripes and Dosinia is larger for the
LG – group compared to the SG – group (interaction effect between prey species and gizzard
size). The most simple way of testing these statistical hypothesis is by means of a repeated
measures ANOVA, which accounts for the nested structure of the experiment. Such an
ANOVA test, however, only works for balanced (orthogonal) designs and is inappropriate in
this case since birds have different number of replicates per cell (i.e. combination of prey type
and gizzard group). In theory the design can be balanced by taking the average values per cell.
Unfortunately one bird got sick at the end of the experiment and trials of this bird are removed
from the data. This results in a missing value in the orthogonal dataset, which complicates the
use of repeated measures ANOVA for all six replicates. Instead of removing this bird from
the dataset, linear mixed effect models are used. From a diverse array of nested mixed models
the minimum adequate model is selected by means of AICc and, in addition, results of
backward selection procedure based on Likelihood Ratio Tests (LRTs) are also reported (see
Box 1). When the outcome of both procedures result in a different minimum adequate model,
AICc is preferred above backward selection using LRT, since this method is more robust for
small sample sizes (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Furthermore,
weights are reported.

AICc values and Akaike

Box 1: Mixed models selection procedures
Mixed effect models are very useful for the analysis of nested data and deal well with missing values and
unbalanced designs (Zuur et al. 2009). Also, it is relatively easy to deal with non-normal data (using generalized
mixed effect model; GLMM) and heterogeneity of variances (Bolker et al. 2009). However, estimation of an
treatment effect by means of classical hypothesis testing is not possible using mixed effect models, since p –
values can only be calculated under stringent conditions which are not met in this study (Burnham and Anderson
2002). Instead, multiple mixed model are fitted to the data and the ‘best’ of these models is selected. Selection of
the best model can be done either by comparing nested models using backward selection with Likelihood Ratio
Tests (LRT) or by using theoretical information criteria like Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC) or AICc, which
is used for models that have a large number of parameters compared to the number of observations (Johnson and
Omland 2004). The backward selection procedure through LRTs always begins with a full model that involves
all the relevant effects and their interactions. This full model is simplified by first removing the interaction terms
and subsequently the fixed effects themselves. At each step a LRT determines whether the deleted effect or
interaction had a significant contribution to the model, which implies that its removal is unjustified. When no
fixed effects or interactions can be removed the minimum adequate model is reached. This model has the highest
explanatory power relative to the number of parameters it contains. Backward selection using LRT is, however,
not recommended for testing fixed effects in generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) when sample sizes are
small to moderate and when the levels of the random effects are low (Johnson and Omland 2004, Bolker et al.
2009). In contrast to LRT, AIC and AICc can also be applied to non-nested models. AIC uses deviance as a
measure for model fit and penalizes models with greater complexity (i.e. more parameters; Burnham &
Anderson 2002; Bolker et al. 2009). The model with the lowest AIC is hence the minimum adequate model. In
case of multiple models with low AIC-scores the different models should be averaged, although this might
involve unnecessary complexity if model estimates are similar and qualitative understanding is the main goal of
the study (Bolker et al. 2009). Akaike weight gives the relative weight of evidence for each model and can be
interpreted as the probability of a certain model being the true model (Johnson and Omland 2004). If there is no
single best model, the Akaike weights can be used to calculate a weighted average of parameter estimates for the
multiple best models (Johnson and Omland 2004).

Mixed Effects Models
Three model selection procedures are performed with linear mixed effect models. The gizzard
size data was first smoothed with a generalized additive model (GAM), which also provided
gizzard size estimates for days in between gizzard size measurements. The full model for
gizzard size had day after catching, gizzard group, weight and their interaction as fixed
effects. As random effects both experimental days and bird ID are used, so that both the slope

and the intercept are allowed to vary randomly. The model was applied only on the gizzard
size data from the days that the experiments were performed (days 14 to 24 and 31 to 38;
figure 6). The full model to explain DMshell intake rates included prey species, gizzard group
and bird weight as fixed effects and bird ID as random effect. Mixed effects models were only
fitted to the results of the single prey intake rate trials. Assimilation efficiencies were first
transformed using a logit function to meet the normality assumption (Warton and Hui 2011).
The same effects as for DMshell model were used to model assimilation efficiency, but now
also including the mixed intake rate trials. Models were fitted using maximum likelihood
(ML), which, in contrast to restricted maximum likelihood (REML) allows for the use of LRT
to compare nested models (Bolker et al. 2009). Residuals were checked for normality with qq
– plots and the Shapiro-Wilk normality tests. Variances of the residuals were checked with F
– tests in the case of two groups or with Bartlett Test in the case of more than two groups. If
residuals variances differed a variance structure was implemented in the model to allow for
unequal variances between groups (Zuur et al. 2009; Chapter 4). Furthermore, residual versus
fitted plots were inspected for patterns. These checks and tests are for the residuals of the full
model and it was verified that residual patterns and test outcomes did not change when using
the residuals of the minimum adequate model.

Mixed Trials
Main qualitative predictions concerning the mixed trials state that: i) total shell – mass intake
rate equals shell – mass intake rate in Dosinia intake rate trials and ii) total energy intake rate
exceeds energy intake rate in Dosinia or Loripes intake rate trials. Furthermore, the Loripes
intake rate in the mixed trials is expected to be equal to the intake rate in the Loripes trials
(both on AFDMflesh as on DMshell basis). Contrastingly, the Dosinia intake rate in the mixed
trials is expected to be lower than the intake rate in the Dosinia trials. With respect to gizzard

size, the intake rate on Loripes in the mixed trials is not expected to differ between gizzard
groups while the intake rate on Dosinia is expected to differ between gizzard groups.
Results from the single prey intake rate trials yield relationships of intake rate on
Loripes and Dosinia as a function of gizzard size. These relationships are used to extend the
multiple constraint model so that it becomes an explicit function of gizzard size. For the
digestive constraint the DMshell intake rate on Dosinia is used and the toxic constraint is
parameterized with the AFDMflesh intake rate on Loripes. From these relationships the optimal
diet can be predicted as a function of gizzard size. Results from the mixed intake rate trials
and the prey preference tests are compared among different theoretical models by calculating
the residuals sum – of – squares (RSS) of the data with each theoretical prediction. The
different theoretical models are: the multiple constraint model, the satisficer model, the
random model, the digestion model and the null model (see introduction). RSS of the null
model and the satisficer model cannot be calculated for the prey preference trials, since
preference is a relative measure. For the preference tests, the digestion model predicts a
Loripes preference of one and the random model a Loripes preference of 0.5. Predictions of
the multiple constraint model are converted to numerical prediction by divided by the biomass
of 8 mm shells.

Outliers and Software
On day 33 of the experiment one bird (with color combination GNNY) started to show
general signs of illness like improper preening, ruffled feathers, reduced feeding and docile
behavior. From day 33 onwards all trials performed with this birds were removed. In figure 6
these trials are noted in light grey. As a consequence, there are no food preference trials and
no Loripes intake rate trials for this bird in the second experimental period when it belonged
to the small gizzard group.

All calculations and statistical analysis were performed using R (version 2.13.0, R
development Core Team 2011) and R-studio (version 0.96.122, RStudio, Inc.). Function lme
from the package nlme was used for linear mixed models and function AICc from the package
AICcmodavg was used to calculate AICc – values, AICc and AICc - weights

RESULTS

Gizzard Manipulation
Gizzard mass right after catching was 10.4 g ± 1.5 (mean ± s.d.), but dropped steeply the first
week in response to the stress of captivity and the associated initial feeding problems (figure
7). Successful gizzard manipulation appeared difficult at first and at the start of the first
experimental block the gizzard groups were not entirely separated (figure 7). At the end of the
first experimental block all birds in the LG – group did have a larger gizzard than the birds in
the SG – group. The gizzard reversal was successful and at the start of the second
experimental block the gizzard sizes were separated between gizzard groups (figure 7).
During the experimental period the smallest and the largest gizzard size were 4.24 g and 10.35
g, respectively.
Both AICc and model selection by likelihood ratio tests point to model 1.4 as the
minimum adequate model (table 1). Furthermore, Akaike weights (AICc – weights) show that
relative to all 8 models, model 1.4 has a probability of 0.7 to be the true model (table 1). This
model includes gizzard group, experimental days and their interaction as fixed factors and
allows for both the slope and the intercept to vary randomly between birds. The fixed factor
bird weight (body mass) did not contribute in explaining gizzard sizes (model 1.5; AICc =
2.61; AICc – weight = 0.19), also not when considering its interaction with group and/or days
since catching (model 1.6 – model 1.8; AICc > 4.53, AICc – weight < 0.07). Models that did
not include the interaction between group and day or exclude either one of the two factors all
had an AICc – weight of zero (model 1.1 – model 1.3; table 1). Plotting the residual values did
not reveal any clear patterns, indicating that the model fitted the data well. Furthermore,
residuals did not vary between gizzard groups (F = 0.6717, df = (38,31), p – value = 0.2421)
and residuals did not differ for the normal distribution (W = 0.987, p – value = 0.6972).

Single Prey Intake Rates
The minimum adequate model on DMshell intake rate of the single prey trials includes gizzard
group, prey species and their interaction (model 2.4; table 1). Both AICc criteria and LRT
arrive at this model as the minimum adequate model. Akaike weights furthermore indicate
that this the single best model (AICc – weight = 0.71), with the second best model (model 2.5)
having AICc – weight of 0.19. As for model 1.4, including bird weight as fixed factor does not
improve model fit (table 1). Figure 8 shows the DMshell intake rate for each gizzard group and
split per prey type. This plot clearly shows the main effects of both gizzard group and prey
type, as well as an interaction effect (difference in DMshell between prey types is higher for the
LG – group). The stars in figure 8 are the estimates of model 2.4 and give a good
approximation of the means per group and prey species.
Since variance in DMshell was larger for Dosinia trials than for Loripes trials a variance
structure was implemented that allowed the variances to differ between groups. With this
variance structure, normalized residuals did no longer differ in variance (F = 1.1316, df =
29,29, p – value = 0.7414) and normalized residuals did not violate normality assumption (W
= 0.965, p – value = 0.08279). No patterns could be detected in the residuals of model 2.4 or
model 2.8 (full model).

Assimilation Efficiency
Assimilation efficiencies were modeled after logit transformation and with the use of a
variance structure that corrects for differences in variance per prey species. Unlike to the
model for DMshell intake rate, these models also include the mixed intake rate trials. The two
model selection procedures did not point to the same minimum adequate model. The model
with the lowest AICc only includes prey type (Loripes, Dosinia and mixed) as fixed factor,
whereas with backward model selection the LRT becomes significant when removing the

interaction between group and prey type (table 1). If one would, however, used forward model
selection and start from the null model (model 3.0), this would lead to model 3.2 as the
minimum adequate model, since including the main effect of gizzard group in model 3.2 does
not significantly improve the model (model 3.2 vs. model 3.3, p – value = 0.5757). Since
AICc is to be preferred above model comparison by means of hypothesis testing (Burnham &
Anderson 2002), model 3.2 is taken as the minimum adequate model. Furthermore, AICc
weights clearly point to model 3.2 as the best model, with probability of 0.8 vs. 0.01 for
model 3.4.
Back calculating the logit estimates from model 3.2 yields assimilation efficiencies of
95%, 66% and 78% for Dosinia, Loripes and mixed trials, respectively. Tests on standardized
residuals show no violation of normality assumption (W = 0.9666, p – value = 0.5833) or
unequal variances (Bartlett test: K2 = 0.009, df = 2, p – value = 0.9955).

Mixed Intake Rate Trials
Average intake rates on Dosinia and Loripes in the mixed trials are shown in figure (9). The
error bars represent two times the standard error and are indicative for significant differences.
Since the mixed trials were performed in the second half of the experiment the number of
replicates was low (3 true replicates per gizzard group), making standard errors large and
useful statistical testing difficult. Hence, these inferences should be taken with care. However,
the qualitative trends follow the predictions of the multiple constraint model. Average total
energy intake rate for the mixed trials exceeds that of both Loripes and Dosinia (figure 9;
right panel) and total shell – mass processing rate is similar to the Dosinia intake rate trials. In
addition, the difference for each prey type between the single prey intake rates and mixed
intake rates is larger for Dosinia than for Loripes. Furthermore, within the mixed trials, the

large gizzard birds had a higher intake rate than the small gizzard birds and this is smaller
compared to the Dosinia intake rate trials.

Applying the Multiple Constraint Model on Mixed Trials
The digestive (c) and toxic constraint (q) as a function of gizzard size can be parameterized by
using, respectively, the non-linear regressions of shell mass intake rate on Dosinia (in mg
DMshell/s) and energy intake rate on Loripes (in mg AFDMflesh/s) with gizzard size (G in
grams):
(1)
(2)
The asterisks indicate significance of the parameter estimates on the 0.05 (*) and 0.01 (**)
level. Figure 10 shows these two regression lines expressed in DMshell per second. The toxic
constraint is only relevant for Loripes and it is assumed that Dosinia does not have a toxic
effect. When knots are maximizing energy intake on a mixed diet of Loripes and Dosinia an
expression for the digestive constraint can be derived
.

(3)

Where k denotes the shell – mass intake rate in mg per second. Digestive quality is defined as
the amount of flesh per unit shell – mass (mg AFDMflesh / mg DMshell) and denoted by , with
lor

= 0.169 and

dos

= 0.0555. These values are derived from the calibration curves and the

average shell lengths consumed. Energy intake rate is represented by e (in mg AFDMflesh/s)
which implies that k = e / and therefore:
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Furthermore, for energy maximizing knots Loripes energy intake rate (elor) is equal to the
toxic constraint (q(G) = elor; by definition). Substituting this into equation (4) and rewriting
yields:
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Equations (2) and (5) predict the energy intake rate on Dosinia (edos) and Loripes (elor),
respectively, while feeding on both prey species and obeying the toxic and the digestive
constraint. These equations are plotted in figure 11 as a function of gizzard size, together with
the results of the mixed intake rate trials.
Equations (2) and (5) describe the energy intake rate under the condition that c(G)
q(G)/

lor,

which is valid for G

3.30 g. For lower gizzard sizes the intake rate on Loripes is

constrained by the shell – mass processing rate (digestive constraint) instead of the toxic
effect (and given by equation (6)). For gizzards below 3.30 g the Dosinia intake rate in mixed
trials is expected to be zero. Unfortunately, the lowest gizzard size was 4.24 g, so these
predictions could not be tested.

Applying Alternative Models on the Mixed Trials
Predictions of the null model are straightforward, with energy intake rate on Loripes and
Dosinia being both zero. The digestive model states that Dosinia ignored (intake rate is zero)
and Loripes is consumed with a rate equal to the digestive constraint:
&

,

(6)

Predictions of the random model are specific for each trial, since they depend upon the
number of prey items eaten. For each prey species in each trial, the AFDMflesh intake rate is
divided by the number of prey eaten and subsequently multiplied by half of the total number
of prey eaten in that trial. The satisficer model predicts that birds eat just enough to cover
their energetic losses. These losses are a function of both the weight of the bird and the
biomass consumed and can be estimated from the literature. In the experimental trials the
metabolic costs are mainly a result of the basal metabolic rate (BMR), heat-incremented due
to feeding (HIF), and thermoregulatory costs (TRC). Basal metabolic rate is derived from a

relationship with lean body mass (BMR = 0.0081 L – 0.046; Piersma et al. 1996), for which
total body mass is used (Van Gils et al. 2005a). The heat increment of feeding is estimated by
(Piersma et al. 2003) and amounts to 5.2 J per mg AFDMflesh digested. TRC are taken from
Wiersma and Piersma (1994) who estimate TRC for canutus knots in the Banc d’Arguin is
1.49 W. Like Van Gils et al. (2005) it is assumed that TRC is 100% substitutable with HIF
and BMR, so TRC is only applied when the sum of BMR and HIF is smaller than 1.49. It was
verified that this did not occur for any of the birds during feeding, so TRC is not taken into
consideration any further. The total metabolic costs are hence the sum of a weight – specific
BMR estimate and a foraging – specific heat increment cost estimate. It was assumed that
birds fed in such a way that they balanced the energetic losses during the experimental trials
and not also for the starvation periods before and after the trials.
Of all the model predictions the residuals sum of squares (RSS) with the results of the
mixed trials are given in table 2. This table also notes the average model predictions.
Predictions and estimates for Loripes and Dosinia are not independent per trial, since foraging
on one prey decreases the foraging time on the other prey. However, for simplicity they are
considered as such. Inspection of the residuals sum of squares indicate that, overall, the
multiple constraint model performs best in explaining the results of the mixed intake rate
trials (figure 11). However, the random model RSS for Loripes is lower than that of the
multiple constraint model, although this difference is small.

Food Preference Trials
Results of the food – preference trials as a function of gizzard mass are shown in figure 12.
The solid line represents the prediction derived from the multiple constraint model. This
prediction is the numerical energy intake rate of the optimal diet derived from Loripes,
divided by the total numerical energy intake rate of the optimal diet (in equations this equals

equation (2) divided by the sum of equation (2) and (5), after dividing all equation by the
energy content of a 8 mm shell). Loripes preference is on average much higher than predicted
(predicted: 0.6207 ± 0.1065 (mean ± s.e.) and observed: 0.7721 ± 0.2683 (mean ± s.e.)).
However, the residual sum – of –squares of the multiple constraint model (3.29) is still lower
compared to the digestion model in which Loripes preference is 1 (RSS = 4.14) or to the
random model (Loripes preference is 0.5, RSS = 4.89).

DISCUSSION

The single prey intake rate trials on Loripes and Dosinia show that i) shell – mass processing
rates for Loripes are lower than those for Dosinia ii) Loripes shell – mass processing rate does
not increase with gizzard size and iii) Dosinia shell – mass processing rate does increase with
gizzard size (figure 8 and 10). These results are in agreement with the hypothesis that Dosinia
intake rate is limited by digestive ability and Loripes intake rate is limited by its toxic effect.
Although it cannot be excluded that another factor besides toxicity is limiting intake rate on
Loripes, the independence with gizzard size certainly shows that shell – mass digestion is not
the limiting factor for Loripes intake rate. These results support the study by Oudman et al
(submitted) who showed that Loripes preference and intake rates are much lower than
expected on the basis of shell mass processing rate. This argument, together with the
observation described in this study that shell – mass intake rate increases with gizzard size,
are the main reasons to conclude that Dosinia intake rate is limited by digestive ability and
Loripes is not. Furthermore, similar to the experiments described in Oudman et al (submitted)
all birds on a Loripes diet instantaneously suffered from diarrhea, which supports the
hypothesis that Loripes has a toxic effect on red knots.
One major confounding effect in this study is the different staple food that birds of
the two gizzard groups received outside the experiments. In order to achieve and maintain a
large gizzard half of the birds received Dosinia outside the experiment while the remaining
birds were fed with soft Anadara senilis meat in order to decrease gizzard size. Although
gizzard size manipulation was successful, it cannot be concluded with certainty that the
differences in intake rates between the two gizzard groups resulted from a difference in
gizzard size or from the fact that the two gizzard groups received a different diet outside the
experiment. For example, birds in the large gizzard group might get accustomed to eating

Dosinia and therefore show increased Dosinia consumption in the experimental trials. Such a
non mechanistic habituation effect (besides the mechanistic effects of digestion) is hard to
account for and could not be prevented in this study since collection of another hard – shelled
prey as staple food in sufficient amounts was impossible. This effects can however be
estimated by looking at the residuals of the non-linear regression of DMshell intake rates on
Dosinia and gizzard size (equation 1). These residuals show no difference between gizzard
groups (two sample t– test: t = 0.8929, df = 28, p-value = 0.3795), indicating that habituation
effects due to different staple food are negligible.

The Toxic Constraint
Comparing intake rates in this study with those in Oudman et al. (submitted) suggests that the
toxic constraint differs between years, since these experiments were performed in winter
2011. Oudman et al. (submitted) reports DMshell intake rate on Loripes of 0.8802 for adult
knots with the availability of seawater. Converting this with a flesh to shell mass ratio of
0.1402 as reported by Oudman et al. (submitted) gives a toxic constraint of 0.1234 mg
AFDMflesh per second. The average value of the toxic constraint found in this study is 0.2178
± 0.00897 (mean ± s.e., n = 30), which is 77% higher than the value found by Oudman et al.
(submitted). In DMshell this difference is about 50%, since Loripes quality reported Oudman et
al. (submitted) is lower than that found here (0.1402 vs. 0.1569). The most obvious
explanation for this difference would be that the sulfur content of Loripes differs between
years. Loripes is mixotrophic and can also derive its energy from filter – feeding. The extent
to which Loripes filter – feeds or relies on its bacterial symbiosis is argued to be dependent on
the availability of suspended particulate organic matter (POM) (Van Gils et al. 2012). High
Dosinia densities might decrease the availability of POM and hence increase the sulfide
content of Loripes shells. It has been shown that places with higher Dosinia densities are

correlated with lower pore-water sulfide concentration, which suggests an increased uptake of
sulfide by Loripes (Van Gils et al. 2012). However, sulfide or sulfur content of Loripes has
never been measured directly. Such data would be valuable to directly quantify the toxin
constraint, instead of using a related measure like AFDMflesh biomass.

The Digestive Constraint
The digestive constraint of red knots has been quantified before, using the subspecies
islandica feeding on prey species from the Wadden Sea (Van Gils et al. 2003). Van Gils et al.
(2003) found that shell mass intake rate (in mg DMshell / s) increases as a quadratic function of
gizzard size. The non – linear regression between DMshell intake rate on Dosinia and gizzard
size found here has an exponent of 1.151, which is significantly different from a quadratic
regression (F = 5.984, d.f. = 1, 28, p – value = 0.00975 **). When using a linear regression on
the log-transformed data (like Van Gils et al. 2003), the difference with a quadratic function
decreases, but is still significant (exponent = 1.217, F = 3.900, d.f. = 1,28, p – value =
0.03022 *). The regression of DMshell intake rate on Dosinia and gizzard size found here also
depends on manner in which the DMshell intake rate is calculated. When not correcting for the
negative length – classes the exponent becomes 1.73, which does not differ from a quadratic
relationship (F = 0.2574, d.f. = 1,28, p – value = 0.6824).

Mixed Trials
Of the several proposed theoretical models, the multiple constraint model performs best in
explaining the mixed intake rates (table 2). The multiple constraint model assumes that red
knots are energy maximizers and, hence, intake rates on Dosinia and Loripes are set by,
respectively, the digestive and the toxic constraint. The data points in this comparison are the
separate intake rates per prey type, for all mixed trials (22 in total; 2 trials per bird · 6 birds · 2

prey type – 1 trial deleted). Treating this data as independent is obviously incorrect, since
there is dependency within trials and within birds. The different trials per bird are not true
replicates, but treated as such in the calculation of the residual sum – of – squares. Also, the
digestive and toxic constraint that underlie the model predictions are based on intake rate of
all birds, and therefore represent a mean. The exact value of the constraints might actually
differ between birds, because of bird specific differences other than variation in gizzard size.
Ideally, the mixed trials results should be tested against predictions that are specific for each
bird, since birds are expected to maximize energy intake for themselves and not for the
average of all birds. However, the number of true replicates (the 3 birds per gizzard group)
was insufficient to allow for proper testing in this way. Because the statistical analysis of the
mixed trial is rather poor, caution should be taken with the interpretation of these results.
One alternative model to explain the mixed intake rate trials states that red knots were
satisficing energy intake during the mixed trials. The satisficer model assumes that birds are
feeding below their constraints and adjust their energy intake according to their energy
expenditure. Predictions based on assuming a satisficing strategy very much depend on the
way in which energy expenditure is calculated, since this was not directly measured during
the experiment, but estimated from the literature. It was assumed that birds were only
balancing energy intake with the energy expenditure they experienced during the actual
feeding trials of 2 hours. Since the birds also received staple food outside the experiment it is
hard to say over which period of the day the birds would satisfy energetic costs. On average,
the energy intake during the mixed trials was sufficient to cover the 2 hour feeding time and
an additional 3.33 hours starvation period. In general the starvation periods before and after
the intake rate trials were much longer. Possibly, the knots were not able to balance energy
expenditure with intake for a longer time period, because they run into their (toxic and
digestive) constraints. In this case, there is no difference between a maximizing strategy and a

satisficing strategy, when the latter strategy entails an energy intake requirement that is
beyond the maximum rate set by the constraints.

Food Preference Trials
It can be concluded that the food preference trials yielded a higher preference for Loripes than
predicted from the constraints as measured in the single prey intake rates. Furthermore,
Loripes preference did not significantly differ between the two gizzard groups (one – sided
paired t – test on averages of 5 birds: t = - 1.4739, df = 4, p – value > 0.1). One explanation
for the increased preference for Loripes has to do with the time lag between the first ingestion
of Loripes and the onset of the toxic effects. The preference trials were generally much
shorter than the intake trials and the toxic effect of sulfide might not become apparent in the
time frame of the preference trials. The short term intake rate on Loripes might hence be
higher than the intake rate achieved in the longer intake rate trials. When toxic effects are not
yet noticeable, Loripes is expected to be the preferred prey, since its quality exceeds that of
Dosinia. Preference for Loripes would hence decrease for trials that last longer. Applying a
linear regression on the Loripes preference as a function of trial length indeed shows a
significant negative correlation (slope = -0.0117, F = 5.373, df = 1,32, p – value = 0.02701).
Also, of the seven shortest trials, 5 had a Loripes preference of one (with the other two being
0.75). In these trials, the birds very rapidly ate 20 Loripes, with the consequence that the trials
was finished before the toxic effect of their gluttony could influence their prey choice. It
would be interesting to see how the preference for Loripes relative to Dosinia changes with
feeding time, but a separate experiment is needed to address this.

Predicting Gizzard Size
Besides energy intake rate, energy expenditure also scales with gizzard size and based on
these relationships it is possible to predict the gizzard size of knots that i) maximize energy
intake during stopover and ii) balance energy intake and energy expenditure during wintering
(satisficing). The extra energetic costs of a large gizzard are composed of different kinds of
metabolic costs associated with foraging, flying and resting (Piersma et al. 2003, Van Gils et
al. 2005a). Many of these costs are a function of body mass, and therefore also a function of
gizzard mass. As shown in this study and by Van Gils et al. (2003), energy intake rates also
increases with gizzard size and this increase in generally steeper than the increase of the
energetic costs. Hence, the gizzard size where the energy expenditure equals the energy intake
is the satisficing gizzard size. The maximum gizzard size is derived when the energy intake
reaches the Kirkwood – Kvist/Lindstrom boundary. This boundary is the ultimate
physiological limit at which animals can assimilate energy and amounts to 12.6 ± 0.5 W
(mean ± s.e.) for red knots. When assuming 12 hours foraging time per day this becomes 544
± 22 kJ/day (mean ± s.e.; Kirkwood 1983, Kvist and Lindstrom 2003). Van Gils et al. (2005a)
predicted gizzard sizes of red knots at several wintering and stopover sites worldwide and
showed that these predicted values matched the observed gizzard sizes (see also Van Gils et
al. 2006). For canutus knots wintering in the Banc d’Arguin, these calculations yield a gizzard
size estimate of 10.51 g for satisficing knots and 16.64 g for maximizing knots. Observed
gizzard masses are 9.99 ± 0.15 (mean ± s.e., N = 205, for the years 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 &
2012; figure 13), which is in line with the predictions by Van Gils et al. (2005a) for satisficing
knots. Gizzard sizes of canutus knots wintering in Mauritania are large compared to other
subspecies in other areas (Van Gils et al. 2006). This is generally explained by the low prey
quality of the Banc d’Arguin (Q = 0.89 kJ/g DMshell, note that this is assimilated energy and
assimilation efficiency used is 0.8 ; Piersma 1994). Low prey quality means that there is little

energy gained per unit shell mass, which implies that a lot of shell mass needs to be processed
to meet energetic demands (Van Gils et al. 2005a). Estimates of prey quality are, however,
based on prey availability and do not take into account the selectively for prey items that are
easily digestible and have a high quality (Van Gils et al. 2005b). It was assumed by Van Gils
et al. (2005a) that for all the different wintering and stopover regions, energy intake scaled as
a quadratic function with gizzard size, since this was shown to be case for the Wadden Sea,
where the red knots are digestively constrained (Van Gils et al. 2003). This study, however,
shows that this quadratic relationship does not hold for red knots wintering in the Banc
d’Arguin, since energy intake rate on Loripes is independent of gizzard size. The predictions
of satisficing and maximizing gizzard sizes in the Banc d’Arguin therefore no longer hold.
New predictions can be made by using the same metabolic costs as presented in (Van
Gils et al. 2005a), but now using the relationship of total energy intake rate on a mixed diet as
found in this study with gizzard mass. Total energy intake rate is then equal to the sum of
energy intake on Loripes and Dosinia. In equations this equals the sum of equations (2) and
(5). Relatively high energy intake rates can be achieved with a small gizzards, since Loripes
intake rate is independent of gizzard size. However, for large gizzards the predicted energy
intake rate is lower than the quadratic prediction. This is shown in figure 14, where both the
daily energetic costs and the daily energetic intake rate are plotted as a function of gizzard
size when assuming that knots feed for 12 hours, fly for 0.5 hours from roost to feeding site
and spend the rest of the day in rest (this is the same time budget as used by Van Gils et al.
(2005a). In relation to the estimates in Van Gils et al. (2005a), the prediction for the
satisficing gizzard size is low (6.8 g) and for the maximizing gizzard size is high (21.1 g; see
figure 14). Such a gizzard mass is far beyond the reach of red knots, which implies that knots
do not reach the Kirkwood – Kvist/Lindstrom boundary. The gizzard size prediction for
satisficing knots is well below the observed gizzard sizes (figure 13). Besides the different

shape of the energy intake rate function with gizzard size, this low prediction can partly be
contributed to the high prey quality of Loripes and Dosinia found in this study (Qdos = 1.15
and Qlor = 2.43, with assimilation efficiencies of 0.96 and 0.66 respectively). Loripes and
Dosinia are the highest quality bivalve prey for red knots in the Banc d’Arguin and the only
prey types incorporated in the predictions made here. When red knots are not able to meet
energetic requirements exclusively on Loripes and Dosinia other prey species, like Anadara
senilis, are expected to be incorporated in the their diet. These alternative prey species have a
much lower energy to shell mass ratio, which implies that knots need a larger gizzard to
maintain energetic balance. This was shown to be the case for the year 2009, when knots had
a large gizzard size (figure 13) and the diet contribution of prey species other than Loripes
and Dosinia was also high (Onrust et al. in prep, Van Gils et al. in prep). There are certainly
other factors that limit the size of the gizzard that are not incorporated in the predictions here,
like for example an increased risk to predation due to less maneuverability (Van den Hout et
al. 2009). These factor that are not easily translatable to energetic costs or gains and therefore
hard to incorporate in the model used by Van Gils et al. 2005a) and revisited here.
Turning the argument around it is possible to predict energy intake rates by using the
observed gizzard sizes as input. In terms of energy gain (which equals assimilated energy
minus energetic costs) the energy gain becomes 54 kJ/day for a red knot feeding in the Banc
d’Arguin with an average gizzard size of 10 g. When using a gross energy equivalent of
reserve body tissue of 35.0 kJ/g for knots with a body mass above 120 g (Klaassen et al.
1990), the rate of body gain before migration (fueling rate) becomes 1.54 g/day. This is more
than two times higher than the fueling rate of 0.7 g/day as reported by Piersma et al. (2005).
The latter fueling rate is associated with a fueling period of 60 days and one of the longest
reported for red knots worldwide (Piersma et al. 2005). With the results derived here the

fueling period becomes 27 days, which would be one of the shortest reported (Piersma et al.
2005).

Taking the Predictions to the Field
This study experimentally links the foraging behavior of red knots in terms of their intake rate
and food preference to the state of their digestive machinery (gizzard size). The next step
would be to apply these relationships to the ecology of free living red knots in the Banc
d’Arguin, in order to try to explain diet composition, patch choice, fueling rates and even
survival rates. Recently, a method has been developed to estimate the diet composition of free
living red knots in the Banc d’Arguin based on their dropping (Onrust et al. in prep). This
method was applied to a total of 2,179 red knot droppings collected in the years 2007, 2008
and 2009 (Onrust et al. in prep) and revealed that the percentages of Loripes in the diet (based
on ingested AFDMflesh) were 52%, 37% and 65% in the subsequent years. The contributions
of Dosinia to the knot’s diet were 35%, 55% and 6%, with the remaining 13%, 8%, 29% per
cent attributable to other prey species (Onrust et al. in prep). In this study, Loripes preference
can be predicted when gizzard sizes are known, but a direct comparison to the observed diet
contribution of Loripes in free living knots as reported by Onrust et al. (in prep) would be
unjustified. Loripes preference is derived from the intake rates that were performed with preys
that were unburied and freely available. Hence, a direct comparison would ignore two
important factors that free living knots have to deal with, namely prey availability and
searching time. The intake rates as measured in this study are only to parameterize the toxic
and digestive constraint as a function of gizzard size. To make predictions that apply to free
living red knots these constraints need to be incorporated into functional response models.
Such a model has been developed by Van Gils et al. (in prep) and is termed the toxindigestive rate model (TDRM). This is in fact a Hollings type II functional response for two

prey species, in which the upper limits of prey ingestion are set by the digestive and the toxic
constraint. The optimal acceptance probabilities of Loripes and Dosinia are then a direct
function of their densities, the toxic and digestive constraints and searching efficiency and
handling time (Van Gils et al. in prep). By using Loripes and Dosinia densities from benthos
samples collected over a period of 8 years as input, Van Gils et al. (in prep) show that knots
reached only their toxic constraint in 6 out 8 years, only their digestive constraint in one year
and both constraint also in one year. This implies that in 6 out of 8 years knots would
maintain a gizzard that is larger than they actually need for the processing of shell material.
Since maintaining a large gizzard is energetically costly due its weight (Van Gils et al.
2005a), this seems hard to explain from an energetic point of view. The conclusion that knots
fed below their digestive constraint comes about because Van Gils et al. (in prep) assume that
gizzard size is fixed at 10 g and use the quadratic relationship of Van Gils et al. (2003) to
arrive at a digestive constraint of 5 mg DMshell/s. Based on the results described in this study,
the digestive constraint of a 10 g gizzard is 3.83 mg DMshell/s. Furthermore, average gizzard
sizes are variable between years (figure 13) and due to the exponential relationship, the
related digestive constraints vary even more. It would therefore be interesting to see how the
predictions by Van Gils et al. (in prep) change when incorporating the relationship between
gizzard size and the toxic and digestive constraint into the TDRM. In this way it can be
studied if red knots show an adaptive flexible response by adjusting their gizzard size to the
local food availability in the Banc d’Arguin. If this would be the case, red knots would reach
their digestive and their toxic constraint in all years.
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FIGURES & TABLES

Figure 1: Numerical intake rates on Loripes and Dosinia are constraint by toxic (solid line)
and digestive constraint (dashed line), respectively. The shaded grey area indicates all the
combinations of intake rates on both prey types that are achievable for red knots. White lines
connect points of equal energy intake and increase with increasing intake rates. The black dot
indicates the combination of intake rates that yields the highest energy intake rate. From
Oudman et al.(submitted).

Figure 2: Points and lines similar as figure 1. A smaller gizzard size lowers the digestive
constraint (following the arrows). This decreases the intake rate on Dosinia, while Loripes
intake rate remains constant since this is controlled by toxicity instead of digestion.

Figure 3: Predictions for numerical intake rates on Dosinia (dashed) or Loripes (solid) as a
function of gizzard size. For low gizzard sizes intake rates on both preys are constrained by
digestion. At a gizzard mass of 4 g Loripes intake becomes constrained by toxicity and intake
rate remains constant with increasing gizzard size.

Figure 4: Numerical intake rate prediction for red knots feeding on both Dosinia (dashed) and
Loripes (solid). For low gizzard sizes (< 4 g) knots are expected to only eat Loripes. With
larger gizzards (> 4 g) Loripes intake becomes limited by toxicity and knots are expected to
also feed on Dosinia.

Figure 5: Predictions for Loripes preference as a function of gizzard size. Preference is
derived by dividing the intake rate on Loripes by the sum of the intake rates on both prey
types.

Figure 6: Trials performed by the six birds on the different experimental days (days after catching). D is Dosinia intake rate trial, L is Loripes
intake rate trial, M is mixed intake rate trial (both Loripes and Dosinia) and F is food preference trial. The grey shading indicates the small
gizzard group, which was reversed after the first experimental period (day 24).
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Figure 7: Gizzard size for the six experimental birds since the day of catching (day 0). Black
lines are for birds that had a large gizzard in the first experimental period (day 14 – 24) and a
small gizzard in the second period (day 31 – 38). Birds that went from small to large gizzard
are indicated with grey lines. The grey shadings indicate the periods were the experimental
trials were performed. Gizzard groups were separated during the entire second period and for
a large part of the first experimental period.

Figure 8: Shell – mass intake rate (in mg DMshell / s) for Loripes and Dosinia split for both
gizzard groups. Stars indicated prediction of the minimum adequate model (table 1).
Compared to Dosinia, intake rate on Loripes is lower and independent of gizzard size (here in
groups).

Figure 9: Intakes rates in the mixed trials compared to the single prey intake rates. The left
panel shows the shell-mass intake rate (mg DMshell / s) and the right panel displays the energy
intake rate (mg AFDMflesh / s). Bars for the mixed trials are stacked and divide per prey type
with Dosinia in light grey and Loripes in dark grey, similar to the single prey intake rates.
Within each prey type the left bars indicate large gizzard birds and the right bar small gizzard
birds. Error bars indicate two times the standard error.

Figure 10: Shell – mass intake rate (in mg DMshell / s) as a function of gizzard size for Loripes
(grey line) and Dosinia (black line). Squares are for the large gizzard group and circles for
small gizzard group. Regression for Dosinia is given by equations (1). Regression for Loripes
is 0.8148* G0.2498.

Figure 11: Dosinia and Loripes energy intake rate (in mg AFDMflesh / s) of the mixed trials as
a function of gizzard size. Triangles are small gizzard group birds and circles are large gizzard
group birds. Solid symbols represent Loripes and open symbols Dosinia. Lines are model
predictions given by equation (2) and (5) for Loripes and Dosinia, respectively (see text).

Figure 12: Results of the food preference experiment with model predictions as a function of
gizzard size (line). Prediction is based on energy intake rates during intake rate experiments.
Triangles are small gizzard group birds and circles are large gizzard group birds. Loripes
preference is higher than predicted, which can (partly) be ascribed to length of the food
preference trials (see discussion).

Figure 13: Observed gizzard sizes in the Banc d’Arguin for different years. Width of the box
indicates number of samples. The notches approximate the 95% confidence interval for the
median and non-overlapping notches strongly indicate a significant difference between
medians.

Figure 14: Total energy assimilation rate (black dashed line) and total energy expenditure
(solid black line) as a function of gizzard size. Energy intake is the sum of energy assimilation
rate on Loripes and Dosinia (eq. 6 & eq.10). Expenditure is calculated as in Van Gils et
al.(2005) and is the sum of basal metabolic rate (BMR), thermoregulatory costs (TRC), heat
increment of feeding (HIF), walking and flying. All of these costs are indirectly related to
gizzard size, either through weight are through consumption rate (only HIF). Knots that
balance energy intake and expenditure are expected to have a gizzard size of 6.8 (where the
two black lines cross) and the maximizing gizzard size is where the energy intake reaches the
Kirkwood – Kvist/Lindström constant, which is at 21.1 g. Such a gizzard is unachievable
large for red knots. The grey dashed line indicates energy intake as predicted by Van Gils et
al. (2005) and is plotted for reference.

Table 1: Statistical models
Random
Effects

Model vs.

1.8: group day weight

~ day | bird

-

1.7: group day + day weight +
group weight

~ day | bird

1.6: group day + group weight

Fixed Effects

d.f.

AICc

AICc

p - value

AICc

-

-

157.46

8.20

0.01

1.8

1

0.1561

156.57

7.31

0.02

~ day | bird

1.7

1

0.8694

153.78

4.53

0.07

1.5: group day + weight

~ day | bird

1.6

1

0.3733

151.86

2.61

0.19

1.4: group day

~ day | bird

1.5

1

0.8800

149.26

0.00

0.70

1.3: group + day

~ day | bird

1.4

1

< .0001 ***

163.49

14.24

0.00

1.2: day

~ day | bird

1.3

1

< .0001 ***

211.46

62.21

0.00

1.1: group

~ day | bird

1.3

1

0.0398 *

165.25

16.00

0.00

1.0: -

~ day | bird

1.1

1

< .0001 ***

209.73

60.48

0.00

2.8: group prey weight

~ 1 | bird

-

-

-

110.89

9.95

0.00

2.7: group prey + prey weight
+ weight group

~ 1 | bird

2.8

1

0.3894

108.62

7.68

0.02

2.6: group prey + prey weight

~ 1 | bird

2.7

1

0.888

105.75

4.81

0.06

2.5: group prey + weight

~ 1 | bird

2.6

1

0.4334

103.59

2.65

0.19

2.4: group prey

~ 1 | bird

2.5

1

0.8815

100.94

0.00

0.71

2.3: group + prey

~ 1 | bird

2.4

2

<.0001***

110.04

9.10

0.01

2.2: prey

~ 1 | bird

2.3

1

.0001***

109.55

8.61

0.01

2.1: group

~ 1 | bird

2.3

1

<.0001***

136.59

35.65

0.00

2.0: -

~ 1 | bird

2.2

1

<.0001***

134.98

34.04

0.00

3.8: prey group weight

~ 1 | bird

-

-

-

129.58

72.98

0.00

3.7: group prey + group weight
+ weight prey

~ 1 | bird

3.8

2

0.1741

98.03

41.43

0.00

3.6: group prey + weight prey

~ 1 | bird

3.7

1

0.2496

87.09

30.49

0.00

3.5: group prey + weight

~ 1 | bird

3.6

2

0.1778

72.15

15.55

0.00

3.4: group prey

~ 1 | bird

3.5

1

0.6469

65.28

8.68

0.01

3.3: group + prey

~ 1 | bird

3.4

2

0.0313 *

60.89

4.29

0.10

3.2: prey

~ 1 | bird

3.3

1

0.5757

56.60

0.00

0.88

3.1: group

~ 1 | bird

3.3

2

0.0002 ***

69.21

12.61

0.00

3.0: -

~ 1 | bird

3.2

2

0.0002***

66.10

9.50

0.01

weight

Gizzard Size ~

DMshell intake rate ~

logit (Assimilation Efficiency) ~

Table 2: Mean values of multiple theoretical models explaining the mixed intake rate trials and the residual sum
– of – squares with the mixed intake rate data for Loripes and Dosinia. Mean energy intake rates of the mixed
trials are Loripes = 0.1791 and Dosinia = 0.07143
Model

Mean Loripes

Mean Dosinia

RSS Loripes

RSS Dosinia

Null model

0

0

0.4139

0.08029

Digestion model

0.4978

0

1.352

0.08029

Random model

0.1462

0.1098

0.07567

0.07077

Satisficer model

0.07917

0.02150

0.1643

0.04857

Multiple Constraint Model

0.2222

0.09061

0.08421

0.02251

